Online AWS Training
Amazon Web Services is simply the collection of cloud computing services which is also called by
another name as Web Services. All the cloud computing services can be easily operated from any
part of the world and it includes Amazon Elastic Compute cloud (EC2).
About the Course
Kelly Technologies Online AWS Training helps the desired aspirants to provide right subject
knowledge of AWS cloud with real time hands on experience in working with Amazon Web Services,
Cloud computing, different components of cloud such as Platform as Service, Software as Service,
Infrastructure as Service and private cloud computing programming. Our Team Industry Expertise
provides knowledge in various phases such as Design, Plan and Scale AWS Infrastructure by trending
methodologies and techniques.
Kelly Technologies delivers Best Online AWS Training will high interactive practical sessions along
with real time scenarios. Practice Assignments are assured after completion of every lesson with real
time scenarios and industry-centric methodologies.
What will you learn in this Online AWS Training?
Upon completion of Online AWS Training, aspirants will be able to acquire huge subject knowledge
in every aspect








Leverages skills in effective designs and deployment of AWS systems
Evaluation of costs and provide mechanism for cost control
Enhances skills in data ingress and egress to and from AWS
Identifying relevant and common suitable uses of AWS architecture
Lift and Shift mechanisms of AWS on-premises applications
Acquires skills in determination of right AWS on basis of computational, security needs and
database
AWS Certification Course completion

Who can take Online AWS Training?
All the desired aspirants can take make a career in AWS which is the most emerging field in current
IT Industry. Solution Architects, Programmers who want to build in SAAS, PAAS and IAAS can opt this
online AWS course. System and Network Administrators, Graduates, software Developers, Solution
Designer Engineers can take Online AWS Training to build the bright future graph.
What are the Pre-Requisites of this Online AWS Training modules?
There will be a huge added advantage if the candidate has subject knowledge in distributed systems,
general working concepts, cloud computing concepts and Multi-Tier Architecture for this Online
AWS Training.
What are the main reasons to take Online AWS Training?

Kelly Technologies Online AWS Training helps to build bright career future graph with highest paid
salary package. In the comings days, AWS is going to have 1 million customers from 190 countries
and it is as big as next four competitors combined. Get the Online AWS Training and Certification
means that you are opening a wide range of unlimited job opportunities with high competitive pay
scales.

